For a connected graph
v . The notion of private dominating set has been introduced as a concept by Bollobas and Cockayne [1] , which was further studied by B.J. Prasad and et.al [4] . Private edge dominating set has been introduced us a concept by Robinson Chellathurai and Kavitha [5] . In this paper nil private edge domination number of a graph is introduced. The nil private edge domination number of certain classes of graphs is determined. Also the relation between edge domination number and nil private edge domination number of a graph are given. , , , F e e e e  is a
Nil private edge domination number of a graph
E F e e  is not an edge dominating set of G .
Example 2.17
The equality and the strict inequality in Theorem 2.14 are attained.
From the graph G given in Figure 2 
